The Forks, the historic site where the Red and Assiniboine Rivers meet, has indeed been a space of gathering and intercultural performance since around 4000 BCE. It is referred to as "the cradle of the province of Manitoba and the nucleus of the city of Winnipeg" (Parks Canada) . The first permanent European settlement in Western Canada, The Forks was once the site of trade among Indigenous nations and a resting place to camp along seasonal migration routes until settlers arrived between 1734 and 1760. Then, from 1760 to 1821, it was the centre of the fur trade, and the arena where the Hudson's Bay and North West Companies fiercely competed for resources (Parks Canada) .
Left out of these sweeping grand narratives about Western Canada and nation-building are the sexual transactions that underpin the production of Empire-particularly between voyageurs or traders and Indigenous women. As critical race theorist and sociologist Sherene Razack demonstrates in her analysis of the murder of Pamela George (Ojibwe, Saulteaux Nation) in Regina in 1995, gendered racial violence later "became an integral part of nineteenth-century settler technologies of domination," where stereotypes of Indigenous women as deviant rehearsed "the spatial and symbolic boundaries between settlers and Natives" ("Gendered" 130). Both Indigenous and settler women were tools of Empire, but the colonial re-choreographing of Indigenous women positioned them as the abject outside to Euro-Canadian women as virtuous wives and mothers, outside 'the cradle' of Manitoba, and outside of humanity. The rehearsal of Indigenous women's bodies in sexual positions, in the horizontal, as "down on the ground being done to" persists in the present (McCauley, qtd. in Young 139 ). As Diana Taylor shows us, these past scenarios are resuscitated in the present as "always already living" and the power of re-performing them inheres for the viewer in "the recognition that we've seen it all before-the fantasies that shape our sense of self, of community, that organize our scenarios of interactions, conflict, and resolution" (143). This generates for many settler Canadians a familiar "structure of feeling" that, in the words of Athabasca Alaskan scholar Dian Million, is "perhaps informed by disgust or boredom, but rarely curiosity, the invitation to inquiry" (47). My point is that, similar to Harvey Young's tracking of "the black body" as a second body, the "Indigenous body" in Canada is also an abstracted and imagined figure that ghosts the lived experience of Indigenous subjects; an idea of the body that "does not describe the actual appearance of any real person or group of people" (7). Furthermore, because Indigenous people are framed as "on the edge of death, bodies weakened by ill health, addiction, and disease as a result of colonialism," it is all too easy for a racist settler public to imagine them only as sitting on street corners, slumped in jail cells, and lying in hospital beds (Razack, Dying 9) . This spatial and symbolic boundary between settlers and Indigenous bodies is repeated by the CMHR's placement of the First Peoples below ground level at the base of its structure. Larissa Wodtke suggests that the CMHR's architecture rehearses two narratives. The first is a progress-based story of Enlightenment. The second is "a nature-based narrative that places" Indigenous peoples "in relation to the ancient earth" and fixes them in the unenlightened "past" (Wodtke 215) . In other words, Indigenous people fade into the museum walls and into the ground. In juxtaposition, settlers who visit the museum, via their progression upward toward enlightenment, assume the vertical postures of upstanding citizens. The hierarchical space between the ground and, by extension, Indigenous people, increases with every glide across alabaster. Heightened also is the distance from our implicatedness, as the futured bodies of our colonizer ancestors, in the violence outside the CMHR where Indigenous bodies are brutalized and made to fall into the surrounding waters.
Both Indigenous and settler women
In short, the architecture of the CMHR choreographs the participation of viewers in the museum; as visitors, we are asked | FEATURES to repeat the trope of Indigenous people as prehistoric, unenlightened, and largely nonhuman. According to Karen Sharma, Predock's choreographing of Indigeneity as the ground is part of what "[Sherene] Razack has referred to, speaking in relation to public inquests, as the metaphorical genocide of Indigenous peoples by denying their contemporary, complex, lived, and changing presence within, through, and beyond the museum edifice" (Razack ctd. in Sharma 187) . When Indigenous people are recognized as human through the exhibits that adorn the museum, they are dehistoricized and "become absorbed into a common panhumanity that does not honour the specificity of their cultures and their attendant customary rights, which are then assimilated into a Eurocentric human rights framework" (Kulchyski, qtd. in Wodtke 215). This is not to undercut the presence of Indigenous women featured in the CMHR like Métis artist Jaime Black, whose REDress Project makes visible and visceral missing and murdered Indigenous women. However, REDress is housed in one of several mall-like galleries "subdivided into small kiosks and film theatres" (Wodtke 222) . Gendered racial violence is literally compartmentalized and, ultimately, presented as finite and distinct from other human rights concerns. As well, Anishinaabekwe artist Rebecca Belmore's installation Trace reaches quietly down a wall to index the smallpox-infested Hudson's Bay blankets that ravaged Indigenous nations . This installation was made at workshops with members of the community, school groups, and the general public, and it features 14,000 hand-pressed beads of Red River Valley clay gumbo. In effect, her installation-which hangs vertically in the gallery, but was created through the horizontal act of excavating clay from below the CMHR-is a visual way of troubling the vertical rhetoric of the CMHR and calling attention to the ground and bodies on which its fantasy is erected.
As a space where settler publics could potentially gather to learn and become implicated in colonial violence, the CMHR, now a popular venue for corporate functions and weddings, softens neo-colonialism "through its historicization and the evocation of a 'gentle' discourse of gathering" (Sharma 187) . In so doing, the CMHR spotlights museums as spaces of assembly that can disappear others, where only a privileged few are invited to the party. Thus, the CMHR's seemingly 'gentle' depiction of human rights is part of the same violent dispossession of Indigenous people that is the ongoing project of settler societies. The CMHR's choreographing of Indigeneity as the abject outside to mainstream Canadians bodies haunt settlers, a too-present reminder that the land is indeed stolen, these bodies must also serve to remind settlers of their own modernity and entitlement to the land" (Dying 32). In light of the CMHR's choreographies of Indigenous people as bodies that do not matter, I ask: how else can a city celebrate human rights on the same grounds where humans die?
Drag the Red and the March for Tina Fontaine
For four years now Drag the Red volunteers have combed the waters of the Red River-that river just beyond the CMHR-for the bodies of those missing and murdered Indigenous women and men denied the right to be viewed as human. Shortly after Fontaine's body was retrieved from the Red River, Bernadette Smith, whose sister Claudette Osborne disappeared in 2008, established Drag the Red. The Indigenous-led organization, which relies heavily on public donations sought through the fundraising initiatives of family members and friends of the disappeared, receives no support from Winnipeg's police force. In motorboats and canoes as well as on foot, volunteers search the river, shoreline, and streets for what remains of those disappeared, along with those believed to have died by suicide. They work vigilantly from May to October because, as co-founder and river search leader Kyle Kematch, who lost his sister, Amber Rose Marie Guiboche, puts it, "Everyone deserves to come home" (This River).
Deploying hand-built, makeshift equipment including a four-foot bar, hooks, and rope, volunteers regularly put their own bodies in harm's way as they retrieve personal effects from among the weeds. As an alternative way of moving through public space, Drag the Red re-animates the pavement, the river, the shoreline, and the architecture of downtown Winnipeg as theatres of settlercolonialism, where the disappearing of Indigenous women and men sustains the same "heteronormative racialized order" through which white settlers materialize as universal human subjects (Million 178). The march and Drag the Red perform an 'aesthetic disruption' such that the Red River 'shows itself differently' as a death-world, where whiteness is fastened to the vertical and nonwhiteness to the horizontal. As well, in their repetitive movements and the slow durations while they wait for the hook to reach the river bottom, Drag the Red participants open up a different sense of time. Similar to performance artist William Pope L.'s crawls across city streets, which throw into relief how racialized bodies do not enjoy the same freedom of movement as white bodies, so too does Drag the Red demonstrate that "even the smoothest ground is not flat" (Lepecki 99). As they work to loosen debris, document blood-stained clothing, and feel the weight of what could very well be human remains, Drag the Red creates a different dialogue between the Indigenous body and the river. Their actions become a performative biopolitics where they throw into relief who is made to fall, crawl, and sink in the 'cradle' that sustains settler life.
Drag the Red and the March for Tina Fontaine spotlight The Forks, the Red River, and the CMHR as performative sites that rehearse settler-colonialism in the present tense where cities are always already structured by stolen Indigenous land and lives; where gendered racial violence, through its repetitions and iterations, becomes normalized; and where colonial violence is an insidious moving target. These scenarios yield limited but adaptable endings. When First Nations, Métis, and Inuit people from multiple nations move together, they explode the colonial fantasies of Indigenous people as imaginary or degenerate. They transgress the pan-Indigenous stereotypes etched into the base of the CMHR that flatten their nuanced worldviews and complex subjectivities. Marching in forward motion, they move within and against colonial time and unfasten themselves from simply inhabiting the horizontal in the mode of "bodies being done to." Moving through the streets of Winnipeg, Indigenous bodies remind us that the city in which settlers and new immigrants move relatively freely is the home of the Métis Nation, Anishinaabeg, Cree, OjiCree, Dakota, and Dene peoples, who live in a state of exception on their own ancestral lands.
In dragging for human remains, Drag the Red volunteers embody patterns of movement that are the polar opposite of the leisurely strolling up ramps and reflective meandering in the Garden of Contemplation at the CMHR. In contrast to the weightlessness felt atop the Tower of Hope, those who search the river feel viscerally the injustice done to bodies. As an alternative politics of
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assembly, Drag the Red unsettles the smooth journey to universal enlightenment upheld by the museum. While wedding guests waltz freely through its halls, Drag the Red members submit to the painstaking techniques of practical search exercises. Theirs is a delicate dance where standing "side-by-side in a straight line," they advance "one step at a time with rakes and markers" as they learn how to differentiate "a piece of wood or plastic" from bones (Grabish) . Standing and walking in the vertical, Drag the Red volunteers also work within and against the horizontal as they trawl, dig down, stoop, and dredge. While the CMHR distances its visitors from | FEATURES colonial violence, Drag the Red performs an embodied refusal of the path away from violence, and instead directly confronts it-in effect revealing how turning away from "ground" has long been associated with spatial politics of colonial and patriarchal denial . Moreover, the labour of Drag the Red volunteers is the very same work done by forensic anthropologists, such as Luis Fondebrider, who was showcased by the CMHR in 2014 for bringing attention to those disappeared in Argentina ("Bones"). Assembling just beyond the CMHR, Drag the Red community members learn together how to search for human remains. They gather to do the work that the state is failing to do, further exposing The Forks, the CMHR grounds, and, by extension, Canada as the spaces of human rights violations.
To view a thousand bodies marching through Winnipeg's streets for Tina Fontaine, most of them Indigenous and many of them female, is to witness how "Indigeneity fundamentally interrupts what is received, what is ordered, what is supposed to be settled" (Audra Simpson, qtd. in Razack, Dying 81). Winnipeg as a centre for human rights is disrupted as Canada's violent "past" breaks through and touches its neo-colonial "present" (Simon 204). Thus, to witness Indigenous bodies moving together on the streets of Winnipeg is indeed a transgression of the usual 'traffic'-that is, a transgression of the streets where Winnipeggers costumed in Jets hockey jerseys congregate for 'whiteouts' and literally bleach the downtown with their white-clad bodies, and a disruption of the frozen river and white fragility upon which many skate and find shelter in hip-looking warming huts. A repetition with a difference, Indigenous people moving in a steady forward motion throws a wrench into the colonial status quo where performativity's gap pushes us to re-member history. The residue of anti-dance laws, potlach bans, reserve systems, incarceration, and other modes of containment dance across Indigenous bodies.
I try to picture the settler Winnipeggers who observed the march. Were they affected? Moved? Incited to think about their own implicatedness in the present? Roger Simon reminds us that the direction of affect to thought shapes the degree to which a wider public inherits the past. "To inherit" a difficult history is to critically engage with the past as emergent, and so inheritance "is never a passive condition, never simply a transfer of title of some material goods or symbolic heritage, never just a felt sense that the violence of the past weighs on one's psyche" (Simon 215 affect. In this way, Drag the Red and the March for Tina Fontaine may be understood as forms of the "terrible gift" that hails "its intended receivers in a manner that demands a thoughtful response" (215). What one inherits is always in the process of becoming (215-16). Other than feeling annoyed or impatient, does the march spark "a tactile connection that, despite who we are, bodily impacts on us" (71)? Simon also notes that affect is unpredictable, and we cannot know in advance how we will react (216). As a Winnipegger myself, a local who experiences the license plate motto "Friendly Manitoba" as hollow place branding, I can only speculate about the reactions of commuters and passersby as they were slowed down, stopped, and re-routed. If not in that moment, perhaps later Winnipeggers, as the futured bodies of their colonizer/invader ancestors, will contemplate the morning when they were the ones who were forced to relocate; to be confined, albeit within the small space of their cars; to be the bodies acted upon.
Conclusion
As Judith Butler reminds us, performativity is turning the power in which one is embedded against itself. It produces "alternative modalities … that [are] not a 'pure' opposition to, a 'transcendence' of, contemporary relations of power," as the discourse of human rights and choreographing of movement through CMHR suggests, but rather "a difficult labour of forging a future" out of these same oppressive forces (Butler 241) . Initiatives such as Drag the Red, as well as Idle No More and #NoDAPL (the Dakota Access Pipeline protests), are spearheaded largely by Indigenous women. They transgress colonial violence with and through the materiality of their bodies as they perform the difficult labour of marching, dredging, searching. Thus, on 23 February 2018, as those walking for Tina Fontaine wound through downtown Winnipeg, they effectively unravelled its tapestry as a vibrant multicultural centre. Chanting and drumming, they sent sound waves and vibrations of decolonial love into the white noise of mainstream Canadian indifference. That fierce decolonial love they have for their communities, which so often puts them on the front lines of activism, gets them arrested or disappeared . Nevertheless, they moved forward holding signs and pictures of Fontaine as they opened up a space where she was cared for and Indigenous life usurped violent death. Carving space and cutting new paths outside of racist, Enlightenment logics, they danced back, via the CMHR, The Forks, and the Red River, against gendered racial violence. They injected into the colonial choreographies of memory the counter-rhythm of reckoning. 
